
Greetings Teak Place Estate Family & Friends,

We hope you are all well and enjoying our newsletters. If you missed any of the past editions, the

previous two newsletters are still available on our website www.teakplace.co.za. 

It has been a hive of activity on the Estate this past month. With the year drawing to an end, and

only a few weeks left before Christmas, our teams are working at full tilt to complete the goals

set out for this year. In the past few months, the Teak Sales Team have been blown away by the

level  of interest that has been shown in Teak Place Estate.  Despite the roller-coaster ride that

was 2020, we are very pleased to announce that we have a number of impressive new housing

projects that are due to start early in the new year.

The Estate has now fully transformed into a green wonderland thanks to all of the lovely rain we

have been so grateful to have received over the past few weeks. With the change in the

vegetation, we welcome many species of forna and flora to the Estate. Wherever you go, there

always seems to be some new form of life going about it's daily business. We are also delighted

to report the arrival of a new member to the Teak Family - a healthy Zebra foal. 
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We started the upgrades to the Estate entrance which will include new signage and entrance

way into the Estate off the R540 Kromdraai Road. The Architect was inspired by the look and feel

of the existing curved stone walls that you see around the entrances into the Cradle of

Humankind. The Architect wants to emulate this theme and carry this iconic feature through into

the Estate.

These curved walls are hand cladded by our highly skilled stone masons using natural stone slate

found here on site within the Estate. This raw earthy look has really become a trademark look

within the Estate and one we are very proud of. Not only is it a unique material that we are lucky

to have on our door step, but provides an opportunity of creating and sculpting a piece of art

with the architecture. 

Our new guardhouse and access control point is located further up the driveway and will

incorporate state of the art security and biometric access control systems. The architect has

designed this building which heroes glass, exposed steel and concrete. These are all features

that play to our strengths and can be seen throughout the architecture on the Estate. A new

traffic management plan has been devised and access roads are being upgraded and altered to

ensure a seamless experience for residents and visitors alike. 
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The construction of our homes are on track and progressing well. Roof and ground slabs are

being cast with careful attention to all electrical and plumbing points. Bricks and lightweight

insulated concrete blocks have started arriving in preparation for the walls to start closing off

the concrete structures. The homes are really starting to take shape and it's been an exciting

journey to watch these homes emerge from the ground - from design to actual concrete

structures before our very eyes. We look forward to the end results in the coming months. 
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The Estate really is a place for everyone with the relaxed atmosphere and spectacular scenery

which encompasses the Cradle of Humankind landscape, rivers, grasslands and rich farmlands.

Please reach out so we can arrange a private viewing to see this special place first hand. Teak

Place Estate offers a quiet and tranquil, not to mention picturesque, alternative to city living,

particularly for those who revel in the outdoors.

We'd like to introduce the new on-site restaurant, Molitva, which is only a few days away from

opening their doors to an excited public. We will be sure to share all relevant information and

opening dates as soon as these are confirmed. Milan, the Owner, has been putting in many hard

hours getting this impressive establishment ready and we cannot wait to see it full of satisfied

patrons. 
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BEST REGARDS
THE TEAK PLACE TEAM
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For any more information, please get in touch. We always love hearing for you.


